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Abstract 

In the study under the title (the scopes of processing economic topics in the main 

news bulletin of Iraq Channel 24), the researcher addressed the topic of the 

economic scopes that the channel handled the research sample, focusing on the 

following main question: (what economic scopes are used in  

processing news bulletins in the Channel research sample .  

The researcher used the survey method in both parts (descriptive and analytical), 

adopting the method of content analysis in the study of problems, scanning the 

vocabulary of the subject of research and indicating its indicators and scientific 

observations. The objectives of the research focused on revealing the economic 

scopes used by the Iraqi satellite in question, and identifying the highlighting 

elements and mechanisms adopted by the channel in processing economic news. 

The research community was represented by the main news bulletins of the 

channel, the research sample for the period from 1/1/2022 to 31/3/2022.  

The researcher reached the following results: Iraq Channel 24 paid attention to 

abstract processing in framing events through its news bulletins, focused on the 

specific and the scope of human concerns ranked first among,domains in its news 

processing of specific domains used in addressing economic issues according to  ا 

the types its references, and also focused on mechanisms and methods for news 

processing, the most prominent of which was the highlighting mechanism It 

ranked first among   .the mechanisms and methods used by Iraq 24 channel in 

framing economic news 
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Introduction:  
 The world is moving according to the material perspective on the economic basis, so media 

institutions are interested in the economic movement with its interrelated chain in terms of 

production, mediation and consumption and the pros or cons of that or its repercussions and 

reflection on the public, creating a media material that takes a large place in the news bulletins that 

come as programs News, information, guidance, counseling, awareness and other objectives.  

The satellite channels intend to frame economic events and process their news contents  through 

mechanisms adopted by them in order to influence the audience's trends in terms of its main task in 

tracking economic events affecting theliving reality of people, and economic events come within 

the ranges of the media institution in its framing of the news in particular, forms of news 

processing, which in turn Therefore, Iraq 24 economic channel, in developing its news coverage, 

turned to specialization in the field of economics at the local and international levels, which requires 

it to adopt quality in .presenting news content for the benefit of the exhibitor exposed and their 

values, environments or aspirations and what excites them towards the event and thus determine 

their behavior, so Iraq 24 Economic Channel, in the development of its news coverage, tended to 

specialize in the field of economics at the local and international levels, including the adoption of 

quality in the presentation of the contents Newsletter for the benefit of the subject .  

 

                Methodological framework  

First the problem of research : 
The research problem observed by the researcher is based on the fact that  there is a ambiguity 

about the economic ranges adopted by Iraq 24 channel in its framing of the economic news received 

through its daily news bulletins andthe methods of processing Therefore, the problem of our 

research lies in the to ا news bands did the satellite channel use ا following main question: what 

address economic issues.  

:Let the following sub-questions arise from this main question  

1. used by Iraq 24 channel in the  of the processing ranges What is the nature .economic news that 

came through its bulletins  

2. What specific processing ranges were used by Iraq 24 channel in the economic  .news received 

through its bulletins  

3. What are the methods used by Iraq 24 channel in processing the economic news  .received through 

its bulletins  

Second: afake search   
The economic issues  The importance of this research comes in that it focuses on thatcame through 

the Iraq 24 economic channel, and it is considered one of the recent the economic scopes used in 
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news bulletins  ا studies aimed at diagnosing and knowing and the mechanisms for addressing them, 

and highlights the main importance of the research by benefiting from it in various fields, including 

that it is useful in enriching It contributes to  the theoretical and practical side in the subject of news 

treatments documenting the news treatments in the Iraqi satellite for economic issues,andis useful in 

knowing the extent of interest of the Iraqi satellite in economic issues and its .reflection on the 

public  

Third: Research objectives  
 The research seeks to achieve the following main objectives  

1. Revealing the nature of the news processing domains used by Iraq 24 channel in .the economic 

news that came through its bulletins  

2. Identify the specific processing ranges used by Iraq 24 channel in the economic  .news that came 

through its bulletins  

3. Determining the methods used by Iraq 24 channel in processing the economic  .news received 

through its bulletins  

Fourth research methodology and type  

The research is one of the descriptive research in terms of type, which is concerned  with collecting, 

analyzing and interpreting information and data in order to reach results that achieve the research 

objectives, as the survey method was adopted in both parts (descriptive and analytical) and the 

researcher used the method of content analysis to tools,  ,study problems and surveythe 

vocabularyofthe subject of research and Issues types of framing, mechanisms and methods of 

processing that deal with News received  

 .from its sources through the Iraq 24 economic Channel  

Fifth: research boundaries and fields  

1. Thematic area: theissues oreconomic topics presented by the local satellite channel (Iraq 24) are represented 

through its news bulletins, which focused on local, Arab, regional and international what was framed or 

addressed of .economic issues and topics  

2. Time domain: represented by the period from (1/1/2022 to 31/3/2022), that is, the period that extended for 

three months for the main news bulletins, which  

.included (90) news bulletins for Iraq Channel 24  

Sixth: the research community and its sample  
Our research community was represented by the main news bulletins of Iraq Channel  research 

sample for the period from 1/1/2022 to 31/3/2022, and the researcher  24 chose the regular random 

sample, which included the required sample for the duration of the study, 33% of the research 

community, which represents (90) news releases, which were limited to news related to local, Arab, 

regional and International Economic .Affairs  
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Seventh: key words  

1. economic scopes: identify and select the economic aspect of the event and  The  .highlight it in the media 

text  

2. News bulletins: a period of time allocated by television channels to present the .most important news  

3. News processing: the process of reformulating events by deleting, adding or .modifying them  

 

Eighth: previous studies  

First: the study (Obaid, 2009)  
This research dealt with (News processing in Iraqi satellite TV channels), proceeding  from the 

main question "what treatments are being carried out on the news within the framework of the main 

news bulletin (today in an hour) provided by the Baghdadia channel?"", The researcher used the 

survey method in collecting information and data, analyzing and interpreting the results, using the 

Content Analysis tool, and reached a  

:number of results, the most prominent of which were  
The channel paid clear attention to news that includes a conflict element in the .newsletters  

A. The channel paid great attention to local news in its bulletins, which were divided between political, 

economic and sports, while noting the channel's focus on political  .news strikingly, which indicated 

an imbalance in the presentation of news  

B. The channel presented News content in which one point of view was presented to .those related to 

the news, which indicated bias to only parties  

C. The channel relied heavily on external sources to get its news, while noting the  

.lack of clear reference to news sources in general  

Second: the study:(2023 ,Al-Saadi)   
The problem of this research started from the question (How did Iraqi news channels  handle local 

crises?)The researcher relied on research tools represented by the scientific observation tool and the 

content analysis form tool, which diagnosed the most important Main and sub-categories of the 

analyzed crisis topic, and the research :concluded the most important results  

A. Iraqi satellite TV's research sample is concerned with crises that are reflected and affect the local 

public, including crises that concern the living conditions of the Iraqi .citizen  

B. Adopting the category of highlighting the crises that have been dealt with by the  

.channel, and paying attention to crises that came as priorities in news processing  

C. The research focused on addressing the specific scopes of the channel, among other scopes, which 

included attention to thescope of the conflict, economic scopes andthe scope of responsibility, as 

well as the scope of humanitarian concerns in addressing local crises, referring to their implications 
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on the Iraqi economic situation, in addition to attention to the specific mechanisms in framing, 

including highlighting, selection, exclusion, omission, etc., framing tools, types of The most  

.prominent treatment was the analytical-explanatory treatment  
 

Third: the study of  

The problem of this research (economic programs on Arab satellite TV) started from the two 

central questions: "What contents are presented in the program (economy and people)?"", And"what 

are the most important features of the media treatment of In their study, the two researchers adopted 

the method of media survey ا"?these issues in both descriptive and analytical in describing the 

economic issues presented by the programs, and analyzingthe media coverage of them, and the 

Content Analysis tool will serve what required the identification of categories clearly and 

comprehensively, :and the research reached a set of results, the most important of which are  

A. Theeconomic issues in the program research sample (broadcast on Al Jazeera) .focused more on 

Arab Economic Affairs  

B. The channel was interested in economic news that touches on the life of the Arab recipient, and the 

expanded presentation ofeconomic issues andtopics covering all angles and points of view on them 

at a time when the presentation was absent  

.sideاfrom one  

C. The research focused on official and unofficial sources, and influential figures, including the 

relatively ordinary audience, diversified in processing news that dealt .with the economic issue in 

the channel  

Theoretical framework: news processing and framing of events  

First: news processing  

1.  Definition of news processing  

News processing was defined as the process of "reformatting communication materials  and the 

possibility of deleting and adding to them either directly or indirectly, which  ,(54 Friday, 2011, 

page) "gives the opportunity for the possibility of coloring and bias the processing was also defined 

as a professional process conducted on The news content is in line with the media policy and the 

goals pursued by the institution, influencing the decisions, orientations and directions of the public. 

(al-Mousawi and  

.(al-Kanani, 2022, P.102 which can be countedas a form of media processing of exceptional " 

Thenews coverage is the most common name for news processing and  (58 page, ,Friday) "events 

meaning a process that includes a set of steps that Through it,  ,synonymous with it the editor 

searches for data and information about the details, developments and various aspects of an event, 

incident, statement, or in other words answers all the questions that may come to the reader's mind 

about the event, then evaluates this  
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 page ,2005 ,information and then edits it in an appropriate style and format (spring 

137 

The news processing highlights the dimensions of economic events by defining the  framework of 

the four elements represented by the essence of the problem, Its Causes causes, moral values, and 

proposed solutions; these represent the basic ليand semantic structures that the subject draws as the 

ideas or themes that are essential .(254 page ,2016 ,Raji) in the treatment  

2. :Types of news processing  

, ,The news processing is classified according to the content as follows: (Zaidi  (47 page  

1. Explanatory news processing: it means processing news supported by background information 

and data that explains the details of the event and .highlights its various dimensions and 

connotations  

2. Abstract news processing: it is intended that the editor's subjectivity and whims disappear when 

writing the news in theabstract, including the facts without filming incidents  ,و distortion, distortion 

or coloring, and is limited to recording facts .andnarrating information without being supportedby 

information as abackground  

The types of processors according to the professional standards (Friday, 2011, :as 

follows)59 page  

1. Biased processing: which is concerned with highlighting certain aspects of the economic event and 

finding solutions to it that are consistent with the channel's  

.goals, ignoring objectivity, balance and accuracy in presenting points of view  

2. Balanced treatment: it relies on balance, objectivity and accuracy in addressing economic issues 

and avoidingblocking, falsification or deletion in thetreatment process  

3. :Factors affecting news processing There are a number of factors affecting the 

media processing, represented :(52 page, ,Zaidi) by the following  
A-internal factors: influences related to the communicator who formulates the news and forms 

meanings for the information he receives in accordance with the organizational  his ideology, trends 

and professional standards, including routine that dictates the process of choosing the templates by 

which the news    .is formulated  

B-external factors: factors that play their role in influencing how the news is processed, represented 

by the general public, authorities, pressure groups as  

.stakeholders and political symbols  
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4. :Features of news processing  
The attributes of the news processing are listed Baccording to the importance  of the attribute or 

property for processing, as follows (Muhammad and Abdul  

 :(176 page ,2022 ,NamUs  

A. Objectivity and neutrality: in connection with the media's impartiality and its distancing from 

tendencies in selecting and presenting the news and giving it the integrated form of the truth of the 

event and what it was associated with without  

.distortion or the like  

B. Balance: objectivity is accompanied by balance at the stage of news processing, which confirms the 

extent of neutrality and independence in the news-making .process  

C. Accuracy and impartiality: it serves as the basis for media work in general and news processing, 

especially in order to prevent accuracy when processing news and to avoid bias and distortion, 

which may confuse the process of receiving news .material from the audience or reluctance to 

expose that audience to the channel  

D. Professionalism: this comes as a complement to the previous features and characteristics 

(objectivity, balance, accuracy and impartiality) that are considered .the ethics of the profession and 

media work  

E. Honesty, honesty and integrity: as this feature or characteristic of the media is important, 

reflecting the credibility of the channel on the one hand and respect for  .the mentality of the 

audience on the other hand  

5. :News processing mechanisms  

The mechanisms of news processing represent the news flow from the event's  inception to its 

broadcast to the public through the media institution, and the extent to which the news affects that 

audience in order to achieve the goals of the institution, so these mechanisms are formed based on 

the nature of the event, its type and importance for the media institution, and the extent of its impact 

on the public (Canaan, . (234 

 Page ,2014  

 ,The mechanisms of news processing come in the light of the following (Jameel 

:(24 page,  

A. Highlighting or (prominence): it is concerned with the processing of news by .highlighting 

specific aspects of the issue  

B. Exclusion andomission: exclusion of information and data and omission of .important issues 

andtopics when processing  
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C. Repetition and re-framing: it means repeating and re-processing in order to .consolidate certain 

ideas  

D. Add and delete: add or delete other information in accordance with the method of news processing 

and therefore the policy of the media organization and with the  .purpose through which the 

objectives of the news are achieved  

E. Selection: theselection of issues with specific criteria and subject to subjective factors, the policy of 

the institution, the social factor and others by focusing on .certain aspects of the issue  

F. Amplification: it focuses on stating information in an exaggerated processed way .in order to create 

a specific impression or situation in the audience  

G. Bias or neutrality: in which the communicator takes the side of the bias of one party alone in the 

formulation of the news, or takes neutrality in dealing with the  

.economic event through news processing  

Second: media framing  
1.  : The concept of the media framework (scope)  
The concept of the media framework or (scope) comes as one of the prominent  modern concepts 

regarding the role of the media and its impact on theaudience in and trends about the  هembarking on 

the task of forming or reshaping its opinions events or facts that surround that audience and are 

concerned with it, and is also one of the basic concepts that interact in the formation of And its 

effects (al-Mousawi and al-Kanani, 2022, P.97).  Goffman defined the media framework as a 

specific construction of expectations that are used to make people more aware  ً  of social situations 

at some point in time, and described it as: "a certain set of expectations that  

 ,are used in order to interpret a social situation well, at a specific point in time" (Lunis Healso 

defined it as "a deliberate selection of some aspects of the  .)730 page ,2018 event and making it 

more prominent in the media text, using a specific method in characterizing the problem, 

identifying its causes, evaluating its dimensions and putting .(348 page ,1998 ,irons and master) 

".forward proposed solutions on it  

  

2. :Types of media domains  
 ,In general, the framing process takes place through two types of ranges, namely (Saadi :(339 page 

,2023  

A. Media scopes (satellite channels): in its work and news coverage, it focuses on .how issues, topics 

and methods of news processing are presented  

B. Audience ranges: satellite channels are interested in how the audience perceives .the message or 

media content of the events and understand its repercussions  
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The types of domains have counted patterns and came accordingly in two basic 

:(350 page, ,irons and master) forms, namely  

A. Specific scope related to concrete facts: it focuses on explaining the issues raised by putting 

forward concrete models and specific facts, such as: an .assassination incident, a building explosion  

B. General scope: it addresses the issues raised in an abstract or general context, such as: attributing 

the causes to the prevailing economic or political conditions,  

.or due to social changes or international variables  

To fall under these two comprehensive types and according to the current issues   ::(110 page 

,2020 ,Idris) and events that you define, the types of domains are  

A. The scope of conflict: it is the most widely used in news coverage of events, emphasizes the 

element of conflict between individuals, groups, companies and   .institutions and applies to states  

B. The scope of human interests: it is concerned with the personal and emotional aspects of the 

event, linking the event with emotional elements and human    .aspects  

C. Scope of economic results: the event presents the highlighting of economic  

.results and effects on the individual, society or responsible and concerned entities  

D. Moral scope: puts the event in a doctrinal context, or moral characterization, and is not used in a 

direct way, as the text contains a moral message, or specific codes    .of behavior  

E. Scope of liability: the event and its problem are presented in a way that links the person responsible 

for the cause of that event or issue with any individual, group or affected party, and provides 

responsibility for the cause of the problem and .suggestions for solutions  

F. it focuses on the language of wars, maneuvers,  :(15 page, , virtuous) Scope winning, losing and 

exciting stories in the lives of individuals and their private affairs. On theother hand, the strategic 

scope is related to the media policy of the  

  .organization, that is, the strategy of the media organization  

3. :Objectives of the media framing theory  
The general idea of forming a media framework is "a purposeful process in which the  media and 

communicators reorganize the news content and place it within the framework of the recipients 

'interests and perception, or by persuading the meaning or from this,  (402 page, ,Abdul Hamid) 

"significance it targets after reorganization the media framework theory aims to benefit from the 

analysis and statement of the main and sub-frameworks or domains in which various economic 

events are addressed, and to conduct a qualitative analysis of explicit and implicit content, and also 

aims to find out the most prominent issues among its counterparts, and is useful  

.(487 metric, page) in formulating study assignments  

4. :Criteria for news framing of events  

The process of news framing of events is subject to professional standards represented by the 
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criterion of function, that is, the program is distinguished in light of its objectives, the criterion of 

form in the sense that the program is determined by its external form or artistic template, the 

criterion of the language in which the program is presented, as  

 .(32 page ,2005 ,on) well as the criterion of the origin TV  

Others believe that the process of news framing subjects the process of arranging   

 ,and processing news in the media institution to one of the following criteria (al-Rubaie 

:(pp. 38-55 ,2018  

A. A temporal and spatialcriterion: it is a criterion related to the novelty and novelty of news, and 

this criterion may come in the priority of news work at the level of .editors or the medium  

B. Political standard: in which the news is dedicated to officials at the state level, .ministers and 

influential political figures  

C. Social standard: represents an integrated organic construction that aims to grab  

.the attention of the public and urge them to follow the news  

:(53-51 pages ,2018 ,Alhambra) To add to the above criteria, the following  

A. Cultural criterion: it is considered one of the most reliable criteria for news processing of 

anyissues, considering that the cultural dimension of issues and .topics of direct relevance to the 

audience is a measure and style of events  

B. Economic criterion: the news deals with the movement of the economy, which is the main engine 

of the movement of blocs, groups and global morality, and the determinant of the power of states, 

nations and groups and has a fundamental role  

.in the local and             international economic and therefore social life Third: news releases  
1. :The concept of the newsletter and its elements  
News bulletins are one of the most prominent forms of television news production that  can be 

defined as a television unit or template through which the latest news stories, whether filmed or not 

filmed, are presented in order of meaning in a specific unit of representing One of the types of  ,(3 

page, ,Mohammed and Hamid) time programs that provide issues, topics and contents at the 

economic level, from which development comes as programs for the development of human 

capabilities and building them for community members with active participation in the processes 

that shape their lives and improve their livelihoods and basic needs, including humanitarian  

The newsletter has three basic elements,  .(135 page, ,Two people) care 

:(48 page,curator) represented by the following  

A. Bulletin announcer: the carrier of the ideas and words of the editors and complements the image 

by commenting on it, who must have a high degree of awareness, experience, acceptability, 

persuasiveness and others to connect the  .viewer with the program  
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B. Static materials: photographs, graphs or maps that give the screen as a .background an aesthetic 

element  

C. Processed documentary films that convey various events, especially everyday .ones  

  

2. :News Arts in the bulletins media ) As a practical parallel, the news arts appeared on television, 

in theform (2008 ,talk show  

A. .Read news by an announcer without photos  

B. .News accompanied by still images (graphics)  

C. .News accompanied by photos read by the announcer  

D. .Television reports, most notably the field report  

E. .Piece to Camera: a term that has not yet been defined in ArabicPiece To Camera :(  

Analytical framework  

First: the nature of the ranges used by the channel sample study  

came in first place  The analytical study found that the category of selected domains with (433) 

repetitions, accounting for (93.52%) of the total percentage that constituted with (20)  followed by 

the second place by the category of general domains ,(%100) repetitions and with a percentage of 

(4.31%), while The third place was taken by the which represents the channel's policy  ,ةof media 

strategic domainsا category towards economic issues, with a frequency of (10) repetitions and a 

percentage of This is what indicated the channel's specific dealing with economic issues  .(%2.15) 

and in a focused manner appeared through its treatment of the news contained within  the daily 

news bulletins. What is noted is that the channel sample of the study adopted the specific scope in 

its treatment of economic news and paid great attention to it in   اa clear way and in order to achieve 

its goals and serve its media policy, being a and , Arab, regional ,,ةchannel specialized in economics 

at its levels (local and this scope came with significant differences from the general The , 

 international interest is that it does not show the processing mechanism to the audience, and thisة)

strategic ranges that show the channel's media trends and came in at applies to the .a weak 

percentage. For more see the table below  

Table (1) represents the nature of the ranges used by the sample study channel  

ranking  percentage  C  The nature of the 

domains 

used  

1  %93.5252  433  specific 

domains  

2  %4.3232  20  public 

domains  
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3  %2.1616  domains 

10  

strategic 

(media) 

2  

  %100  463  total  

  

Second: the types of specific ranges used in the news processing of 

economic issues  

 accordingto their references  

The results of the analytical study found that (the scope of humanitarian concerns)  ranked first 

among the domains used by Iraq Channel 24, and it came by (190) repetitions with a percentage of 

(26.83%), while it ranked second (the scope of economic considerations) with (173) repetitions with 

a percentage of (24.43%)As for the scope of liability,it came in third place with (103) repetitions 

and with a percentage .of )14.54%(  

Each of the categories (scope of conflict), (scope of results and solutions), (legal were ranked from 

the  (اmoral scopeا)and )security scopeا) ,scope), (scope of causes( fourth to the ninth, respectively, 

with percentages between (12.99%) and (0.70%) Through the above analytical results, it shows the 

extent of the channel's interest in the study sample and on the basisof its media policy in the scope 

or framework of human concerns that concerns and operates on the interests of the public, their of 

economic ا inclinations and aspirations, and that the coming of the scope considerations in second 

place indicates the impact of the economic factor As for the scope of responsibility, this showed the 

extent to which the channel of the study sample attached importance to this type of ranges or 

frameworks through the processing of news in which the governing bodies are responsible for the 

decision starting from its legislation. The mechanism of its implementation is to monitor its 

implementation, the responsibility for the deterioration of the economic reality and the resulting 

other branched problems reflected on the interests of the target audience. By its nature, the process 

of framing economic news ethically is poorly consistent with the event, which requires the 

development of a data map and accurate information, figures and facts.   .For more see the table 

below  

   

of specific ranges used in processing Table (2) represents the types 1 by their references  

ranking  percentage  v  

of specific scopes  النطاقات Types 

used  

1  %26.84  190  scope of 

humanitarian 

concerns  

2  %24.44  173  scope of economic 

considerations  
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3  %14.55  103  Scope of liability  

4  %12.99  92  scope of conflict  

5  %10.88  77  scope of results and 

solutions  

6  %4.52  32  legal scope  

7  %3.95  28  scope of causes  

8  %1.13  8  security scope  

9  % 0.70  5  Ethical range  

  %100  708  total  

  

 Third: indicators and issues of the scope of humanitarian concerns:  

                                   
Table (3) represents the indicators and issues of the scope of human concerns used by the channel 

sample study  

   Indicators 

andissues  

ranki 

ng  

percenta 

ge  

t  of the scope of  

humanitarian 

concerns   

   banks, banks, 

digital 

currencies,  
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1  %31.68  64  dollar  

exchange rate, 

foreign 

currencies  

and local  

gold  

2  %13.86  power 

28   

food prices 

and 

purchasing  

   infrastructur 

e projects,  

3  %8.42  17  services and 

residential 

complexes  

   prices  of  

4  %6.93  14  goods, services,  

 

   materials,  

fuel, real 

estate 

and 

accompa

nyi ng 

crises and 

problems  

   problems  

Agricultu

ral 

productio

n, 
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exports,  

5

  

%6.

43  

1

3

  

imports 

and  

its  

connectio

n  

 with 

 the  

citizen  

   problems 

of 

industrial 

productio

n, 

exports,  

6

  

%6.

43  

1

3

  

imports 

and 

projects 

and their 

connectio

n  

 with 

 the  

citizen  

   unemploy

me 

7

  

%4.

46  

9

  

nt / 

poverty 

and 

 labo

r  
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   market 

employm

ent ( 

)of 

Labor   

   taxes, 

loans,  

8

  

%

4.4

6  

9  advances 

and 

 gra

nts  

to 

citizens  

   salaries,  

9

  

%

3.9

6  

8  wages 

 an

d retiree 

Affairs  

   scarcity 

of water, 

rain, 

dams 

And  

1

0

  

%

2.9

7  

6  its 

impact 

on 

agricultu

ral and 

livestock 

producti

on  

   problem

s of the 

 pri

vate  

1

1

  

%

2.4

8  

5  sector 

 an

d its 

impact 

on the 

economy  
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4 

   proble

ms of  

livestoc

k 

breedin

g,  ( 

1

3

  

%1.

97  

4  hunting

( and  

its  

connect

ion  

with  the  

citizen  

   proble

ms of 

internet 

service 

and  

digital  

1

4

  

%1.

49  

3  services 

and  

its  

connect

ion  

with  the  

citizen  

1

5

  

%1.

49  

3  
ration 

card  

1

2

  

%

1.9

7  

sto

ra

g e 

rat

ios  

  

indicator

s of food 

storage 

and 

water  
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   The 

econom

y  

and  its  

1

6

  

%0.

99  

2  impact 

 o

n the 

services 

provide

d to 

citizens  

  %1

00  

2

0

2  

total  

  

Fourth:indicators andissues of the scope of economic considerations addressed :by the 

channel in dealing with economic news  

The results of the analytical studyshowed the scope of economic considerations,  the category 

(oil, gas, exports and imports) is ranked first among the other categories by (42) repetitions and a 

percentage of (22.34%), which shows that the Iraq 24 economic channel paid attention to oil and 

gas News and related exports and imports as an economic consideration anddealt locally with 

revenues Most of them came as statements issued by an official body (the Ministry of oil), while I 

treated them, as reports of all kinds and surveys, interpretative analytical treatment or strategic 

treatment at the media level in rare cases, but at the international level, the matter differed only with 

the data and information received from external bodies and organizations andIt affected the interests 

of Iraq andthe region. The category of (investment projects, conferences and seminars on 

investment) also took the second place by (33) repeatedly and with a percentage of (17.55%), which 

indicates the movement at the local level, for example, represented by exhibitions held in Iraq and 

forums of a local investment economic nature, in addition to Arab and international conferences and 

their impact on the economy in terms of investment, with the participation of Government or private 

companies, groups and individuals of businessmen and their contribution to the promotion of their 

products and investmentprojects. The category (stock movement, gold and precious metals market 

and its global transactions, corporate profits and bonds) came in third place by (17) repeatedly and 

by (9.04%), which indicates the extent of Iraq Channel 24's interest in dealing with news related to 

stock indices, gold and precious metals, local and international bonds and the profits and losses 

achieved by companies affected by local and international economic stability And, in turn, it affects 

him, as a result of the extent to which this equation affects the news-exposed audience .and their 

confidence levels. For more see the table below  
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Table (4) represents the indicators andissues of the scope of economic considerations used by the 

channel sample study  
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2
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2  %17.
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3
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   movem
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stocks, 

gold 

and  
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s  

3  %9.0

4  

1

7
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s,  
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   import and  

4  %8.51  16  export 
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   business  

5  %7.45  14  transaction 
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6  %6.38  12  
budgets  

   financial  

and 

administrati 
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7  %6.38  12  ve 
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8  %5.32  10  debt, 
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and GDP  
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10  %3.19  6  and their 

effects on 

the global 

economy  

11  %2.13  
tourism 

4  

tourism and 
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12  %1.60  3  
poor  
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13  %1.60  3  
Economic 

Planning  

   economic 

growth, 

economic  

14  %1.60  3  recession 

and 

economic 

losses  

   government 

and   

15  %1.60  3  institutional 

spending  

and 

support  

16  %0.53  change 

1  
climate  

17  %0.53  1  
Frozen 

Funds  

18  %0.53  1  
per capita  

income  
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   imposition  

19  %0.53  1  of fines on 

companies  

  %100  188  
total  

  
Fifth: indicators andissues of the scope of responsibility addressed by the :channel in dealing 

with economic news  

The results of the analytical studyof the scope of liability (accusations of  negligence of the 

agricultural, industrial and commercial sectors, electricity, services and prices) ranked first 

with a total of (42) repetitions and a percentage of (36.84%), and this category indicated the liability 

of the authorities in their chain of reference, for reasons, most notably, that they are the legislator, 

decision-maker or implementation, including The channel's interest in its news and reports relates to 

the agricultural, industrial, commercial and other sectors, which affects the extent of prosperity of 

these sectors and therefore the stability of the individual and society economically and socially. A  

news report was mentioned as an example of this category in a bulletin on )12/2/2022under the title: 

"Wasit: great neglect and lack of services  (2022/2/ and infrastructure". While the category (factors 

contributing to the deterioration, delay and delay of the agricultural, industrial, commercial 

and service sectors) came in second place with a total of (24) repetitions and  .a percentage of 

(21.05%(  

The channel has focused the sample of the study on this category by addressing  the contents of the 

news related to it, as these factors do not go beyond being indicators of the interference of the 

responsible authorities in the accused's field of deterioration, delay and tardiness of the agricultural, 

industrial, commercial The Citizen directly, المواطن اقت and service sectors, factors directly affected 

by and qualitatively, these factors, if negative, they Discouraging the commercial, financial and 

investment activities adopted by segments of society. This category has clearly appeared in news 

such as what was stated in a news bulletin on experts: the obsolescence of means of production, 

dumping and " :(2022/1/10)    ."quotas are factors contributing to the stoppage of 39% of 

Iraqifactories It was followed by a Category (accusations related to the government and  official 

bodies translated by strikes and demonstrations demanding rights and reforms) and came in 

third place with a total of 9 repetitions (7.89%), represented by blaming the government and 

holding it responsible for its inability to achieve the demands of citizens and reform the entire 

economic system, as well as the position of the legislative body represented by the House of 

Representatives with the presidency of the Republic. This category appeared in a news release on 

(8/3/2022) under the title "demonstrations in Wasit and Muthanna in protest against the high prices 

of goods and the closure of the ALAhdab oilfield".  The categories were: (holding officials and 

corrupt officials accountable), (accusations of regional authorities depriving Iraq of its share of 

water and energy), (accusations of the government and concerned partiesof negligence regarding 

appointments), (mutual accusations and international responsibility for the delay and disruption of 
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the global economy), (terrorism and bearing responsibility for the deterioration of economic reality) 

and(loading the issue of delaying the formation of The government and its relationship to the 

stability of the economic situation and the legislation of laws related to it) and holding responsible 

for the fires of complexes and shops and accidental events ) to multiple parties) and (accusations of 

the Ministry of Agriculture of failure to provide grain, fertilizers, feed, pesticides and 

mechanization to farmers) and (accusations of delaying the payment of dues to farmers) 

and(loading quotas) (Regarding the delay of the Kurdistan region's share of the budget), 

respectively, at rates ranging from (6.14%) to (0.88%). The latter category appeared in a news item 

that came within a bulletin on (3/3/2022), entitled: "the regional government addressed Baghdad: 

you did not send our financial dues allocated .belowفي أ within the budget". For more information, 

see the table  

  

Table (5) represents the indicators andissues of the scope of liability used by the channel 

sample study  
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   accusations of 

the Ministry 
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for failing 

 to  

11  %1.75  2  provide 
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   Kurdistan 

region's 

 share of 

the budget  

  %100  
114  

total  

  

Sixth: the framing mechanisms used by the  

treatment of economic issues:  

The analytical study showed that the highlighting mechanism ranked first in the types  of framing 

mechanisms used by Iraq Channel 24 in framing news about economic issues by (155) and its 

percentage (32.09%), while the selection mechanism came in second place by (105) repetitions and 

its percentage (21.73%), and ranked The third mechanism (repetition and re-framing) came by 

(104) and accounted for (21.53%). The other mechanisms were (underestimation or amplification), 

(exclusion or omission), (interpretation) and (deletion or addition), respectively, and as shown in the 

table below, with percentages ranging from (15.94%) to (0.82%). The total number of repetitions of 

the table has increased to (483) repetitions due tothe entry of two .mechanisms on one news and for 

more than one news. For more see the table below  
  

Table (6) represents the framing mechanisms used by the study sample channel  

order  percentage  t  Framing 

mechanisms  

1  %32.09  155  highlighting  

2  %21.74  105  selection  

3  %21.53  104  repetition and 

re-framing  

4  %15.94  77  understatement 

or amplification  

5  %4.76  23  exclusion or 

omission  

6  %3.11  15  interpretation  

7  %0.83  4  deletion or 

addition  

  %100  483  total  
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Note: the total frequency of the above table increased due to the entry of two     .mechanisms on the same 

news  
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:Conclusions  

The research concluded by analyzing the news received through the bulletins of  

:Iraq 24 channel to a number of conclusions, most notably got the first rank of the  

 1-strategies of Iraq  (specific domainsا) the category of 

Channel 24 economic in addressing the nature of the domains used in the processing  

.and with a very large percentage because it contains many types of specific domains of specific  ا 

the scope of humanitarian concerns ranked first among the types 

2- domains used to address Iraq Channel 24 for economic issues, according to its references, and 

with a smaller percentage came (the scope of economic considerations), .more than one domain for 

processing noting that a lot of news carried  

Clear attention to the indicators of the scope of economic considerations, as 

3 - issues and indicators (oil, gas, exports and imports) ranked firstamong the priorities of 

publishing the news of Iraq Channel 24 Economic with a high percentage, and then issues and 

indicators (investment projects, conferences and seminarsrelated to investment) came in second 

place, and came third issues and indicators (stock movement, gold market and precious metals The 

channel is an economic channel and  

.is very interested in suchissues, which are the main material of its news bulletins  

 

4- Iraq economic Channel 24 is interested in highlighting issues and indicators of the scope of 

responsibility, as issues (accusations of neglect of the agricultural, industrial and commercial 

sectors, electricity, services and prices) received the first rank of the priorities of the news bulletin 

in addressing their scope with a high and clear percentage, and issues and indicators (factors 

contributing to the deterioration, delay and delay of The news bulletins provide exciting the 

agricultural, industrial and commercial sectors details about theseissuesand focused their attention 

on addressing them in the news, and the third place was occupied by issues and indicators 

(accusations related to the government and official bodies are translated by strikes and 

demonstrations demanding  rights and reforms) . 

5- Iraq 24 economic channel focused on framing mechanisms (highlighting,   

 selection, repetition and reframing) among other mechanisms in theprocessing of newsا, 

.interviews that appeared in its newsbulletins reports and  

  

 


